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0. INTROIMJCTION 
The propagation of electromagnetic fields is governed by Maxwell’s 
equations. If E and H denote the electric and magnetic fields, respectively, 
Maxwell’s equations can be written as 
curl E(r)+pgH(l)=O. 
(0.1) 
-curl H(r)+~iE(r)=K(t), 12 0, 
where E, p are time-independent, uniformly positive definite and bounded 
matrix valued functions, and K is a given current density. Here we assume 
that for the electric and magnetic induction D, B the material relations 
B=pH, 
D=EE, 
(0.2) 
are satisfied. Equations (0.2) describe the electromagnetic properties of the 
medium where (0.1) is considered. If this medium is confined to a certain 
region G of R3 then the electromagnetic properties of its complent CC are 
usually represented via boundary conditions on dG. We shall deal here 
with the boundary condition appearing if CC is assumed to be a perfect 
conductor, i.e., 
nxE(t)=O on C7G, 13 0, (0.3) 
where n denotes the normal to ZG (we assume, of course, sufficient 
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regularity ). From the point of view of physics there is usually another 
boundary condition imposed, the so-called magnetic boundary condition: 
17. p/f( t ) = 0 on G, t b 0. (0.4) 
Furthermore, it is customary to include 
divB(/)=divpH(t)=O in G. t>O 
(0.5) 
div D(t) = div r:E( I) = Q(I) in G. I 3 0, 
where Q is the electric charge density, in the set of Maxwell’s equations. 
Adding an initial condition to (O.l), (0.3) of the type 
E(0) = E,,? H(O) = H,,, El,, H,, given, (0.6) 
it turns out that if we ask for solutions of (O.l), (0.3), (0.6), conditions 
(0.4), (0.5) are actually restrictions on the data K, Q, E,, H,,: 
Q(O) = div EE,, 
div pHo=O in G, n.pH,=O on 2G. 
(0.7) 
Since (0.1). (0.3), (0.6) (if put in a proper setting) can be solved without 
these restrictions, the question of the relevance of (0.4), (0.5) arises. The 
importance of the auxiliary conditions (0.4). (0.5) lies in the fact that they 
are needed in order to produce the proper static behaviour. Equation (0.1) 
would yield in this case 
curl E,, = 0. 
-curl H,, = K(0) in G. 
and the boundary condition (0.3) obviously turns into 
(0.8) 
n x E,, = 0 on CG. (0.9) 
Boundary value problem (0.8) (0.9) has infinitely many solutions (e.g., 
gradients of regular functions with compact support). Only if we add con- 
ditions of the type (0.7) can we show that under mild assumptions there are 
only finitely many solutions, i.e., the expected static behaviour. 
One of the questions answered in this paper is how to formulate 
Maxwell’s initial value problem in a Hilbert space setting, so that the 
proper static behaviour is produced. In the past, this has been done by 
reducing (0.1) (0.3) (0.6) by the use of (0.4), (0.5) to a second order par- 
tial differential equation for E, H separately: 
2 
curl p ‘curl E(r)-cgraddivcE(r)+E-$E(r)=F,(t) in G, 
d2 
(0.10) 
curl E - ’ curl H(r)-pgraddivpH(r)+pz H(r)=F,,(r) in G, 
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for t > 0. Here 
F,(r)=-$K(r)-grad Q(f) 
F,(t)=curl K(t). 
In order to get well-posed problems, we need not only boundary con- 
ditions (0.3), (0.4) and initial conditions (0.6). but also 
nx(~ -‘curlH(r)+K(r))=O on ?G, t 3 0, 
div cE(t) = Q(t) on ?G, 
(0.1 1) 
12 0, 
and additional initial conditions 
Jp(O)=c ‘(K(O) + curl H,,), 
-$ H(0) = -/I ’ curl E,,. 
(0.12) 
Conditions (0.11 ), (0.12) arc derived from the original problem in an 
obvious way. Problems similar to the initial value problem (O.lO), (0.3) 
(0.4), (0.6), (O.ll), (0.12) may be obtained by the use of vector potentials. 
Under sufficient regularity assumptions on the data this problem leads to a 
solution of (0.1). (0.3) (0.4), (0.5), (0.6) (0.7) and thus has the proper 
static behaviour. 
There has been a considerable effort to work with a lirst order approach 
directly and the theory of such (so-called symmetric hyperbolic) systems 
has been developed quite generally, (sec. e.g., [ 1, 12 -14, 231 and the 
literature quoted there as well as in [22]). But despite the fact that many 
aspects in the theory of Maxwell’s equations are very much simplified by a 
first order approach in this frame work, it is a wide-spread custom to use 
the “squared” version (0. lo), compare, e.g., [S, 163. 
It seems not to be known that it is possible to modify Maxwell’s 
equations on a first order level, thus achieving the advantages of the second 
order version without its disadvantages. The underlying structure allowing 
this modification becomes apparent if we generalize Maxwell’s equations in 
the context of alternating differential forms of arbitrary order in arbitrary 
dimensions. This generalization has been introduced by Weyl [20], and 
will be employed in this paper. It not only reveals the structural beauty of 
Maxwell’s equations, but also allows us to include the boundary value 
problems of linearized acoustics, both the Dirichlet and the Neumann case, 
in a unified approach (see [9]). It is an easy exercise to translate our con- 
siderations to the physically interesting cases in three dimensions. We shall 
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refer to this in several remarks during our investigation. Wcyl’s 
generalization may be formulated as follows: 
Let A4 be a cl-dimensional. oriented. Riemannian manifold with boun- 
dary of sufficient regularity. Denote the exterior derivative of an alternating 
differential form of order q E {O,..., d: as curl, and its co-derivative div,, , , ; 
then 
curl,C(,)+p,_,~H(r)=J,+,(O in M, 1 2 0. 
(0.13) 
div, _ , H(r)+c,~E(r)=K,(r) in M, t 30, 
arc the appropriate generalizations of Eq. (0.1). Here E(r), K(t) are now 
differential forms of order q (“q-forms”) and H( 0, J(r) are of order (q + I ). 
cc,, py _ , are generalized accordingly. 
Since we intend to investigate Eqs. (0.13) as an evolution equation in an 
appropriate Hilbert space (rather than in their space time formulation). WC 
rewrite them in the symbolic form 
or with abbreviating notations 
The boundary condition (0.3) now takes the form 
E(r)=0 on ?G, t >, 0, (0.16) 
and provided that (0.16) is appropriately built into the domain of the 
operator matrix in (0.14), ..YZ, turns out to be a selfadjoint operator in a 
certain Hilbert space. 
In order to carry out the modification in question, we will, for con- 
venience, aggregate Eqs. (0.15) over all q E (0 ,..., d}; i.e., we are 
investigating the direct sum 
ti = 6 .,&o (0.11) 
‘, = 0 
rather than the single operator A’,,, YE {O,..., d}. It is always easy to project 
back onto the components. We prefer to deal with the operator A, since, 
as we shall see, the complementing operator, which describes the 
involvement of the auxiliary condition, cannot be formulated on the same 
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level as a single J$, q E {O,..., d}. In the following section we shall make 
precise the basic notions necessary to formulate the initial value problem 
; U(f)=MU(t)+ F(r), 120, 
(0.18) 
U(O) = u,, 
and its modification 
$ V(t)=i(.l+.&“) V(l)+G(f). t 20, 
(0.19) 
W)= V”, 
.4“ being the complementing operator just mentioned. 
In the final section, we investigate the relation between (0.18) and (0.19). 
A basic equivalence theorem will be formulated and proven. We will also 
elaborate on the introductory remarks about the solutions of the static 
problem in terms of time asymptotics for solutions of (0.18) (0.19) respec- 
tivcly. 
1. BASIC CONCEPTS AND DEFINITIONS 
Let M be an oriented, d-dimensional Riemannian C,.,-manifold and G 
an open subset of M. We start our investigations with the definition of 
some operator matrices with differential operators as elements. The 
matrices will be of type 2(d+ 1) x 2(d+ 1) and are interpreted initially as 
operators defined on ~~=o(cg~,(G)O~8,,(G)), where C&(G) denotes the 
set of all Lipschitz continuous differential forms of order q defined on G 
and having compact support in G, q = O,..., d. (We restrict ourselves to 
“even” differential forms the “odd” case could be handled similarly.) 
In order to determine the proper Hilbert space setting for these 
operators, we first define the operator matrix E with elements 
i’$ = p’y ’ if j=k=2q+ I 
= c I Y if j=k=2q+2 (1.1) 
=o otherwise, q = O...., d, 
where I:,,, p’y arc positive definite, bounded, linear transformations of Lq( G), 
the completion of C?&(G) with respect to the norm 11. /,.J(~, induced by the 
inner product 
w,q~t.g.,(G), q=O ,..., d, 
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A the alternating product, and * the Hodgc star operator; see, e.g., [3, 6. 
191. Thus E can be regarded as a positive definite, bounded, linear trans- 
formation of 0:: J I.“(G) @ L“(G)). The matrix differential operator to be 
discussed later will act on the Hilbert space 
I/= E’ z 6 (L”(G)@L”(G)) (1.2) 
‘, - 0 
equipped with the natural inner product (., )” = (., E ‘. ). Here (.. .) 
denotes the inner product of the Hilbert space sum 0:: ,,( L!(G) @ f.;(G)) 
(i.e., the sum of the inner products of the component spaces Ly(G), 
y = o,..., cl). Now let m,, be the matrix operator with elements 
nr,, = +ip,,+! , curl, if j=2q+3, k=2q+2 
=o else, y = o,..., d - I, 
curl, denoting the exterior derivative on y-forms (generalized in the sense 
of &stributio& e.g., [9]; see [ I I]). 
We interpret m,, in the obvious way as 
III,,: D(m,,) = H -+ /I 
with 
NW,)= 6 (Q,(G)OCX,,(G)h 
‘, - 0 
In order to illustrate this definition, let d= 3. Then formally 
0 0 0 0 0 
. ..&. (j 
. . . . . . . 0 
0 0 
6 i 
. ..&. (j 
. 0 
6, ’ curl,, 
0 
0 
. . 0 . 
0 ..’ 
0 
0 
b 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
. 0 
0 . . 
0 
4, i curl, 
. . . 0 
. . . 0 . . 
0 
i,u3 ‘curl? 0 
0 0 
. 
. . . 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0. 
(1.3) 
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Similarly we define n, with elements 
nJk = i curl, py if j=2q+4, k=2q+l 
=o otherwise, q = 0 ,..., d - 1, 
as an operator n,: D(n,) c H + H, D(n,) = ED(m,). 
In the three-dimensional case we have formally 
(1.4) 
no= 
00 0 0000 
()...o . ..(j... ()...()...&..(j . . . 
()...o . ..()... ()...o...o 0 . 
curl, pco 0 b 000 
00 0 000 
O.-O . . icurl, p, . 0 ... 0 ... 0 
0 . 0 . ..(j... ()...o...; 
00 0 0 i 0 curl, per 
0. 
0. 
0 
0 
0 
(1.5) 
m,, n, are obviously densely defined, and so are the adjoints m,*, n,*, since 
mm,,) = we) 
Wno I= 447 ). 
(1.6) 
Relation (1.6) follows from Stokes’ theorem (after suitable mollification) 
and the fact that the restriction of the adjoint of curl,fC$,(G) as an 
operator from Lx(G) into L: . ‘(G) to &‘(G) coincides with the 
generalized co-derivative - div, + , [6, Chap. 7; 9, 111. This is the reason 
why this adjoint will be denoted -div, + , as well. Thus the elements of 
m,*, 47 are formally given as 
m* = ic, ’ div tk 4+ 1 if j=2q+2, k=2q+3 
(1.7) 
=o otherwise, q = O,..., d - 1 
n* = i div tk y, I Ey+ I if j=2q+l, k=2q+4 
(1.8) 
=o otherwise, q = 0 ,..., d - 1. 
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Relation (1.6) also implied that the closures m := K = mX*, n := TT; = rrz* 
of WI,,, n,, exist. respectively. Thcrc is no difficulty in defining 
// = m + m*. 
‘ I = II + n*. 
(1.9) 
as selfadjoint operators on D(. I/) = D(m) n D(m*), D(. 1’) = D(n) n D(n*), 
since the indices of non-zero elements in m never interfere with those of m*, 
and similarly for n, PI*. 
Remark 1. The ith component projections II,, i = I,..., 2(d + 1) of 
D(m). D(m*), D(n), D(n*) coincide with certain Hilbert spaces used in 
other papers. In the notation of [8, IO, 111 we have (“-” here denotes 
metric equivalence) 
kqG)- n Zy+ZD(m)-fl,,, ,E- ‘D(n), 
D4+‘(G)-172,, 3D(m*)-II,,,,E ‘(D(n*)), y  = o,..., n- I. 
(1.10) 
One could use (I. 10) as definitions for k(G), D“+ ‘(G), q = O,..., d - I. 
From the distributions of zeros in m, n, m*, n* it is easy to see that 
m*n=O on D(n). 
n*m = 0 on D(m), 
mn*=O on D(n*), 
nm*=O on D(m*). 
(1.11) 
Furthermore, since formally 
curl, , I curl,, = 0 (1.12) 
(see, e.g., [6, 9, ll]), and the ranges R(n), R(m) satisfy R(m)c D(n), 
R(n) c D(m) (according to [2, 9, 11 I), we have 
mn=O on D(n), 
nm=O on D(m). 
As a consequence of (l.ll), (1.13) we have 
(1.13) 
.,KN = 0 on D(.N/‘), 
A-.x = 0 on D(d)). 
(1.14) 
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By virtue of (1.9) (1.14) we see that A, A” are commuting, selfadjoint 
operators. 
We state this as: 
LEMMA 1. A, .Af are dfadjoinr, and they commute. Furthermore, we 
have A + A” selfadjoin! on D(M) n D(,lr). 
Proof: Selfadjointness of A?, .6” is obvious from the above definition. 
C II + .,1- is symmetric on D(M) n D(.A”). Using (1.14) and applying the 
projection theorem twice lead to the orthogonal decomposition 
H= R(,I)$ N(.M)n N(A-)@ R(A‘) (1.15) 
(7 means the closure of ... with respect to H). Let P, S, Q be the 
corresponding projections; then 
(P + S) D(A) is dense in the nullspace N( A‘) of .,+‘, 
QD(M) is dense in R(M), 
(1.16) 
since D(M), D(.A’-) are separately dense in H. Thus 
(P+ S) D(A) + QD(A”) is dense in N(M)@ R(.M) = H. 
But 
(P+S)D(.k)cD(.I)nN(.M)cD(A)nD(.A“), 
QD(.,4’“) c D(.,+‘) n N(M) c D(.X)n D(./‘); 
this shows that .I + .,V is densely defined. 
Now let UE D((.M + ..+‘)*); i.e., there exists a unique VE H such that 
((A + ..+‘) 4, Il), = (I, V)H for all C$ E D(.&) n 0(-A’). From this and 
(1.15) we have 
(A44 WI, + (J-Q& Qf-J), 
= (44 PU, + (Q4, QU,, + ($4 SV,, (1.17) 
for all 4 E D(A) n D(M), or 
(AQ4, W, = (04 PV, 
(JQA QW, = (QA QO (1.18) 
(W w,, = 0, for all 4 E D(M) n D(X). 
Since (AP#, PU), = (A#, U),,, and (Pq5, PV), = (4, PV),, we conclude 
UE D(A), 
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and similarly 
i.e., C’E D(..Y + t ‘). Thus we have proved the selfadjointness of ..# + . I ‘. It 
remains to show that .H, .2. commute. Let (.J - i) -. ‘(.,t‘ - i) ‘.f = II’, 
(. t - i) ‘(.N - i) !/‘= r; we have to show that L‘ = IV. Obviously, 
f=(.l‘-i)(.ll-i)~., 
f=(M-i)(..t”-i) c, 
which because of (1.14) shows that 1:, H.ED(.JY)~D(.C‘). Now a 
straightforward calculation yields 
-i[(.N+.,t’)-i] bc=,f= -i[(.A++.,Y’)-i] t‘; 
because of the selfadjointness of ./I + ‘ V, we get indeed rt’ = L’. 1 
Remurk 2. We observe that m, n and consequently .H, ..+‘ are very 
similar: Let n,,, denote the interchange operation of the ith andjth rows. 
Then with 
P=rl 2lJ+ I ).2d+ I ‘/ n 2li+ I.2d . . n,,, :’ n2,, 
we have by an elementary calculation that 
PEmE ‘P=n. E ‘PD(n) = D(m). 
Since (PE)* = E ‘P= (PE) ‘. we get from (1.15) 
PEm*E ‘P=n*, E. ‘PD(n*) = D(m*). 
(1.19) 
( 1.20) 
From ( 1.9) we finally have 
PEME ‘P=.l‘. (1.21) 
This relation gives rise to a duality principle between ,;N and ..+“; see [9]. 
An interesting consequence of (1.21) is that the point spectra of ..#Z’, .d“ are 
equal and so is the multiplicity. Furthermore, the continuous spectrum 
Ca(.H) of .,I equals C’s(X) and the resolvent set p(A) equals p(A^). 
As pointed out in the Introduction, the operator .1 is, so to speak, an 
“aggregated” Maxwell operator. Appropriate projections of the com- 
ponents of H would lead back to the original Maxwell operator. If we omit 
all columns and rows in n, m, etc., with indices i < 2y - 1, i > 2q + 6, i = 24, 
i = 2q + 4, i = 2q + I and i = 2q + 5, then we end up with the proper setting 
for studying an “elliptization procedure” for the generalized Maxwell- 
operator ..Hq (see the Introduction). 
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Remark 3. The term “elliptization” is used because of the following 
fact. Let us assume for c,, and similarly for py, YE {O,..., d}, a relation of the 
type 
f-1) dd 41 * EJ -q * 0(x, )...) X‘,) = O(E~X, )...) &YX*) (1.22) 
for all u E C:.;“(G), X, ,..., x,, C,, , -vector fields in the tangent space TM of 
M; here cy is a uniformly posit’ivc definite and bounded Co,,-tensor field 
mapping TM into TM. Then it is easy to show that , N + ..I- is elliptic in 
the sense that locally, for a proper choice of coordinate system, ..A? + ..I” is 
a Petrovski elliptic system. In order to see this, one only has to bear in 
mind that the coefficients K,, of the metric tensor can be chosen to be close 
to the Euclidcan 
6,,= 1, i = j, 
= 0, i #j. 
in a sufliciently small ncighbourhood, so the symbol of . #I* + .A .’ is close 
to an clliptic second order operator coeflicient-wise; if sy= ~1” = I this 
operator would be the Laplacian -A. Thus, e.g., the regularity theory for 
elliptic systems may be applied; see [21]. Furthermore, by the use of 
Gaffney’s inequality (G a bounded C,.,-manifold with boundary) .N + . t“ 
can be shown to be coercive respective to the Sobolev norm for an 
appropriately generahzcd H, space (compare [2, 6, 1 I 1). This coerciveness 
enables us to apply the standard difference technique in order to achieve 
regularity results up to the boundary. This explains and generalizes 
regularity theorems given earlier in the context of electromagnetic theory 
(see, e.g., [7. 151). It should be noted that for d= 3 (1.22) is no restriction 
on E,, pq, 4 E (CL.., 4. 
Omission of all columns and rows except for i = 2y + 2, i = 2q + 3 would 
result in the original Maxwell operator (y= 1 the physical case); but in 
order to employ the properties of the auxiliary operator .&‘, we must also 
include at least rows and columns with indices i= 2q - 1, i= 2q + 6. If we 
wanted to express this in formulae, we could make use of the above-mcn- 
tioned component projections ff,, i= I ,..., 2(d+ 1 ). Set I7,, = @‘, R,, where 
the prime indicates summation only with respect to i= 24 - 1, 2q + 2, 
2q + 3, 2q + 6 for a fixed y E f l,..., d - 2 ). Then 
.Afq = R,.KR,, 
..ty = R,.KR,, 
(1.23) 
and similarly for m, n, etc., ../a, . td enjoy the same properties as stated in 
(1.14) and Lemma 1 for .&, .,1‘. The situation is illustrated in (1.3) and 
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( 1.5). where the lines and rows omitted by the projection scheme ( 1.23) are 
indicated with dotted lines (y = I is the only possible choice). 
Rrmwk 4. The price which has to be paid for the construction up to 
now, as far as the case d = 3, q = I is concerned, is that we have introduced 
two auxiliary functions (or rather function spaces). The advantages of this 
procedure will become clear from the considerations in Section 2. 
2. THE MODIFIED MAXWELI. INITIAL VAI.IX PROBLEM 
For convenience we shall use in the following the aggregated form of 
Maxwell’s equations rather than the one projected according to ( 1.18). It is 
an easy calculation to check the arguments presented in the following for 
the projected system. 
Using the terminology of Section 1. the (aggregated) Maxwell initial 
value problem would take the form 
f U(r)=i.MC’(r) for f >O, (2.1) 
U(O)= U,)E D(.&)). (2.2) 
The solution theory of this problem is a standard application of semigroup 
theory (compare, e.g.? [4, p. 4861). The unique (so-called strong) solution 
c’ E C,,( R +, H) n C,( R ’ , H) is given by the formula 
(j( [ ) = (J”. @ c:,, , t30. 
We shall show that problem (2.1), (2.2) can be replaced in a certain 
sense by an initial value problem for . N + t ‘: 
$ V(f)=i(.M+..t’) V(r), for t>O, 
V(0) = v,, E n(..tr) n D(. 4 ‘). (2.4) 
In order to study the connection between (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3), (2.4) WC 
will make use of the decomposition already applied in the proof of 
Lemma I (see (1.15)). 
LEMMA 2. The strong solution of‘ (2.1 ), (2.2) satisfies 
(Q+S)(O’(r)- C’,,)=O jbr all t > 0. 
The strong solution oj‘ (2.3 ), (2.4) satisji’es 
S(V(/)- Vo)=O .fiw all I 3 0. 
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Proof: The proof is easy if one realizes that the respective initial value 
problems decompose according to ( 1.15). 
(a) We have from (2.1), (2.2) 
-$Q+S) U(r)=(Q+SI-g U(r)=0 
(Q + S) U(O) =(Q + 9 u, 
and thus indeed 
(Q+S)(L’(t)- C’,)=O 
(b) Similarly for (2.3), (2.4). 1 
Remurk 5. Lemma 2 describes the behaviour of the static part of the 
solution, i.e., the part constant with respect to time. Under mild conditions 
on the boundary it can be shown that S is finite dimensional; (see [9, 1 I], 
Remark 2). But Q is always infinite dimensional. Thus the modified system 
(2.3), (2.4) has the proper static behaviour known for the motivating elec- 
tromagnetic problem. The modified problem thus appears not only for- 
mally more satisfying but also more realistic for representing the behaviour 
of electromagnetic fields in time. 
Remark 6. Another advantage of the modified system is that for boun- 
ded domains with Lipschitz-type boundaries (for a precise statement see 
[ 111) it can be shown that .M + .1_ has a compact resolvent (compare also 
[ 16, 171). ..H itself cannot have a compact resolvent since ..t ‘(.M) is infinite 
dimensional (see Remark 4). 
The time bchaviour described in Lemma 2 can be refined and will be 
stated only for the modified initial value problem as: 
THEOREM I. The time uverage of rhe strong solution V(I) of (2.3), (2.4) 
conrerges IO the stutic part, i.e., 
1 T 
i %I 
V( f ) dt 4 s v,, U.F T+ <rd. 
Pro?/: The statement of the theorem is a simple consequence of semi- 
group theoretical arguments. We have 
go7 v(t)&Sv”=;i’(l-S) V(l)& 
‘0 
I pi- =- e 
TJ 
id.4 + *‘)( 1 - ,y) v, df. 
0 
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Since // + 1’ is invertible on ( I - S) H. we have that 
H’(l) = -;(‘~“.N ’ “(.//+.I‘) ‘(I-S) I,‘,, 
exists: and since (,/i + t ‘) ‘( I -- S) I’,, E D(. N + 1 ‘). we get 
( 2.5 ) 
$ W(r)=(,“‘.‘/ . ’ ’ I’,, - s v,, 
=(I --S) V(r). 
(2.6) 
Integrating (2.6) WC achieve indeed 
because of the uniform boundedness of W(r): 
IW(r)il=ii(.N+.1’) ‘(I-S)V,,I, IER+. 1 (2.7) 
Lemma 2. Theorem 1. and Remarks 5. 6 point out the advantages of the 
modification. The following theorem deals with the question of the relation 
between modified and unmodified problems. 
THEOREM 2. (a ) !j’ L’,, E D(. N) n I)(. I ) rhcw (2. I ), (2.2) and (2.3 ), 
(2.4) cm cyuiculent in fhc .wtw fhuf lj’ li( 1) is u sol~crion of‘ (2.1 ), (2.2) rhen 
V(t)=&’ ’ c’( 1) is u .so/liliot? oj (2.3), (2.4) j Or the .suttw iniriul wluc~: 
V( 0) = C:,,. und rice wrsu. 
(b) F,EC,(R+.II). F,E(‘,,(R’.:~;(.N)). F=F,+F,, j ;,F(T)t/TE 
D(. I ‘), uttd 101 C he the uniyw strong solution of 
$ C:( I ) = i. N U( f  ) + F( t ). I > 0. 
(2.X) 
c:(o) = L:,,. 
&)=i(.N+.f.) cqf)+G(t). I > 0, 
C’(0) = L,.,,. 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
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(c) /1‘ GE C’,(R +, H) and V is the sfrong solution of (2.9) then (2.8) 
holds ,fiw V with 
F(t) = G(I) + i. l/W(t), t 2 0, (2.11 ) 
,c*hercJ W is the strong solution oj 
$ W(t)=i.l‘W(r)+G(t), t > 0, 
W(0) = u,,. 
(2.12) 
Furthermore, F satisfies the regularity assumptions qf’ (h). 
Proof The first part of the theorem is obvious, because .fl, ..I* com- 
mute, thus 
V(t)=e ct1.K + ’ lc’,, = eJr ( (ell.I/~l’o) = ell 4 (qt), 
Now let F be as assumed in the second part of the theorem. Then we have 
from (2.8) 
U(t)-U,,=i.M [‘L’(~)dr+j’F(r)&, (2.13) 
‘0 I, 
and consequently, 
..I’((t)=.(.((‘“+l:nr)dr), 
Again using (2.8) we get 
$b’(t)=i(.H+.l.)C(t)+F(t)-i.r’ 
( 
Uo+ “F(T)& 
-0 1 
U(0 ) = CT,,  
i.e.. (2.9). On the other hand if C satisfies (2.9) and (2.8), then we have 
G(t)=F(t)-i.l‘ (u,,+j;47W7) 
or 
This means that 
U,,+ f'F(s)dr= W(t), t 20, 
<I, 
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and so 
I;(‘)=; W(r)=i..l’W(r)+(;(r). I30 (2.14) 
(see [4, p. 4861). If F is now defined by (2.14), then we claim that the 
solution of (2.8) is indeed equal to the solution C’ of (2.9). 
This can be seen as follows: 
The solution would be formally 
. I 
X(l)=/.” c:,+( f ‘:-“F(r)dT 
i - 0 > 
Obviously X, E C,( R -, H), since C”E D(. N). GE C,(R’. H), and also 
X,EC,(R,, H), since i.4.W(t)=(&dr) W(t)-G(t)ECJR+, H). Not only 
is X E C,( R -, H), but it also satisfies 
On the other hand 
)+G(t)+i.j-W(/) 
)+G(t)+i.I”W(f) 
t) + X,(f)) + F(t). 
i.KX,(t)+G(t)+i.l‘W(t)=i(,W+.i‘)(PX,(t)+QW(t))+G(t). 
and 
PX(1) = PX,(t), 
sx(f)=su,+ ['SG(T)dT, 
-0 
QX(r)=QC’,,+ j’QG(r)m+i ['A-WIT, 
0 ‘0 
=Q~,,+~~~~QW)~~ (definition of W(f)), 
= QW(t). 
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Collecting all the terms together we obtain 
~x(r)=i(.X+._I’)X(r)+G(,), I > 0, 
(2.15) 
X(0) = u,. 
The uniqueness of solutions of (2.9) shows 
X(f) = V(f), f 2 0. 
Furthermore, F defined in (2.14) is of the form F= F, + F,, 
F,EC,(R~,H), F,cCo(R+,N(A)), since we may set F,=G and 
F, = L/l” W. From (2.14) we do indeed obtain 
c ‘F(~)dr= W(r)-Li,~D(uk’). 1 *(I 
We conclude our investigation with two remarks. 
Remark 7. The equivalence of the modified and unmodified systems is 
based mainly on the assumption I/, E D(,K) n D(N). In a physical context 
the additional condition L’, E D(..t’) is built in via the divergence equations 
and the magnetic boundary condition. It might be suggested to replace 
Maxwell’s equations by its modified counterpart. It remains to be seen if 
there is a reasonable physical interpretation for the additional functions 
introduced in the extended system. 
Remark 8. For so-called exterior domains the compactness property 
mentioned in Remark 6 is valid only locally but up to the boundary (see 
[9, 161). The coefficients E are assumed to be such that outside a compact 
set E = id and a unique continuation property holds. Then there is a 
general result (see [22, p. 81 J) showing that in the notation of Theorem I 
the asymptotic behaviour of V(f) as I+ ZJ can be described as 
#V(r) +ijSV,in Has f + cc for all 4~ Q,(M). 
This property is called the local energy decay property. 
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